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1TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
SULFUR ‘CONCRETE’ FOR LUNAR APPLICATIONS—
ENVIRONMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
1.  INTRODUCTION
Conventonal concrete conssts of sand, a coarser aggregate, and a hydraulc bnder based on 
calcum slcate. Added water chemcally reacts wth the calcum slcate whch then effectvely sets up 
and hardens nto the mass known as concrete. Sulfur ‘concrete’ s somewhat a msnomer, as very lttle, 
f any, chemcal reacton occurs between the consttuent materals. Bascally the sulfur, a thermoplastc 
materal, s melted and mxed wth an aggregate, after whch the mxture s poured, molded, and allowed 
to harden. As such, t s an establshed constructon materal1–17 that has ganed wde acceptance, par-
ticularly for use in environments subjected to acids and salts, figures 1–4.1  It exhbts good compressve 
strength (generally better than Portland cement), low water permeablty, and rapd setup tmes.
Fgure 1.  Eght-cubc-yard heater-mxer moble producton unt. 
The composte composton generally ranges from 12–22 percent by weght, or weght percent 
(wt. %) sulfur and 78–88 wt. % aggregate, whch can consst of any number of materals, ncludng rock 
sands, minerals, fly ash, rubber particles, and glasses. The mixture can also contain some 5% of a group 
of compounds termed plasticizers that mitigate cracking as the sulfur goes through, at ≈96 °C (≈205 °F), 
a reversble monoclnc-rhombc crystallne phase change.  One downsde s sulfur’s narrow workng 
range. It melts at ≈120 °C (248 °F), but above 148 °C (298 °F) the lqud experences a phase change 
where it ‘stiffens’ and loses needed fluidity. Making and applying sulfur concrete is generally con-
straned between 130 and 140 °C (266 and 284 °F) and, obvously, t cannot be used n an envronment 
that exceeds ≈120 °C (248 °F).
2Fgure 2.  Pourng of Chempruf Sulfur Concrete n an ndustral plant. 
Fgure 3.  Chempruf Sulfur Concrete: acd contanment system.
Fgure 4.  Precast Chempruf Sulfur Concrete tanks for Aqua Rega.
Sulfur has been found on the Moon n the form of the mneral trolte, FeS,18,19 whch rases the 
queston of reducng the ore to obtan sulfur for constructon purposes. Ths s an attractve alternatve 
to conventonal concrete, as water, a precous resource, s not requred.  Reducng trolte to elemental 
3sulfur and usng sulfur concrete on the Moon has been prevously dscussed.20–27 For our purposes t 
s assumed that elemental sulfur s avalable on the lunar surface and sulfur concrete products such as 
brcks can be made.
Acknowledgng that envronmental condtons on Earth are relevant to the use of sulfur concrete, 
t follows that lunar applcatons would ental addtonal concerns. Lunar temperatures at the equator 
range from +123 to –180 °C (253 to –292 °F), wth an average of –20°C (–4 °F) and, at the poles, from 
–60 to –220 °C(–76 to –364 °F). These are extreme temperatures and, perhaps more mportant, extreme 
temperature cycles. How ths mght affect the mechancal propertes of sulfur concrete s unknown. Sec- 
ondly, the Moon’s envronment s also characterzed by a lack of atmosphere, generally assumed to be on 
the order of 1 × 10–12 torr (1.33 × 10–10 Pa). Ths low pressure brngs nto queston sublmaton processes 
where a materal that s a stable sold at 1 atmosphere (atm) would now transform to a gaseous state.
Clearly t can be expected that these extremes n temperature and pressure wll affect the vablty 
of sulfur concrete. The followng sectons wll evaluate, as best as possble, these envronmental con-
cerns, wth the ntent of ascertanng the feasblty of usng sulfur concrete as a constructon materal  
on the lunar surface. 
42.  SUBLIMATION CONSIDERATIONS
A well known example of sublmaton on Earth s where sold carbon doxde (dry ce), upon 
warmng, drectly transforms to gas. Some nsght to sulfur sublmaton can be ganed by examnaton 
of ts unary pressure-temperature phase dagram.28  Note that ths phase dagram s not partcularly well 
understood and several generally similar versions, such as the one seen in figure 5, can be found.
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Fgure 5.  Typcal unary sulfur phase dagram.
Gven that, on Earth at 760 torr (1 atmosphere, 0.1 MPa), as the temperature rses from room 
temperature (≈20 °C (68 °F)), sulfur undergoes a solid phase transition—here ≈96 °C (205 °F)—and 
then melts at ≈120 °C (≈248 °F). In contrast, at pressures on the order of 7.6 × 10–3 torr (1.0132 Pa), 
solid sulfur transforms directly, or sublimates, to a gaseous phase at ≈90 °C (194 °F); the transton  
temperature contnues to decrease wth decreasng pressure.28, 29 Recall the pressure on the Moon, 
≈1 × 10–12 torr (1.33 × 10–10 Pa), and t s realstc to assume that the sulfur composng sulfur concrete 
5would be prone to sublmate, resultng n a deterorated, unsound, structure. Wth that n mnd, the ntent 
of ths work s to study the effect of a hgh and prolonged vacuum on pure sulfur and two presumed 
lunar-lke sulfur ‘concrete’ compostons.
2.1  Experimental Procedure
Pure sulfur and sulfur ‘concrete’ mxtures of two dfferent compostons were prepared for  
evaluation. The pure sulfur was melted and cast into small, circular, hard plastic molds ≈45 mm (1.8 in) 
n dameter and 5 mm (0.2 n) deep. The approxmate compostons of the concrete samples were:  
(1) 35 wt. % pure sulfur wth 65 wt. % JSC-1 (an establshed lunar smulant sol30 that has a sand-lke 
consstency) and (2) a sulfur and slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth  
55 wt. % JSC-1. The sulfur-slca bnder s a commercally avalable product known as Glson Redron 
9000 Cappng Compound, Amercan Socety for Testng Materals (ASTM) C617 and Amercan Asso-
ciation of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) T231. The sulfur, or binder mixture, 
s melted and mxed wth the aggregate whch s then poured nto heated molds havng dmensons of 
2 × 2 × 2 in (≈50 mm each side) with excess added to account for shrinkage. The cube is allowed to cool, 
after whch t s removed and readed for testng, a procedure that generally entals sectonng the block 
into pieces such as seen in figure 6. Additional experimental details can be found elsewhere.25–27
Fgure 6.  A pece of sulfur-based concrete made at The Unversty of Alabama n Huntsvlle. 
 The corners were broken off for testng purposes.
The sublimation experiments were conducted in a vacuum chamber, figure 7, which is capable  
of achevng a vacuum level on the order of 5 × 10 7 torr (6.67 × 10 5 Pa), a level below whch sublmaton 
of sulfur at 20 °C (68 °F) is expected upon extrapolation of the pressure/temperature lines shown in fig-
ure 8, another varaton of the unary sulfur pressure-temperature dagram.  Here the green square marks 
the prescrbed expermental condtons and suggests that sublmaton of the sulfur from the concrete 
composte wll occur.
6Fgure 7.  Photograph of the vacuum chamber used for the sublmaton experments.
To verfy that sublmaton under the proposed expermental condtons—room temperature (RT) 
and 6.67 × 10–5 Pa—would actually occur, one of the broken-off corners of the sample shown in figure 6 
was placed in the chamber. After approximately 6 days at ≈3 × 10–6 torr and ≈20 °C (≈68 °F), the sample 
was removed for examnaton. Fgure 9 shows the pece subjected to vacuum processng, n the upper 
rght hand corner, matched wth the untested secton from whch t was broken. The surface of the pro-
cessed sample exhbts obvous porosty enhancement and a granular morphology. It s further noted  
that the ntal pece weghed 2.1449 g (0.0047 lb) and after removal weghed 2.0416 g (0.0045 lb), 
essentially losing ≈0.1g (0.0002 lb) of sulfur. The loss is not likely due to water vapor or other volatiles,  
as the sample was placed n an oven overnght at 110 °C (230 °F) pror to ts beng weghed and placed 
n the vacuum chamber.
For the controlled sublmaton study, small sectons on the order of 10 mm × 5 mm × 3 mm 
(0.393 × 0.196 × 0.116 n) were cut from a cube representatve of the two concrete compostons and 
weghed. One pece of each composton was placed, large surface area down, n a small alumnum 
weghng dsh; sx sets were prepared. The sx sample sets were then placed n the chamber and sub-
jected to vacuum processng. Every 5 to 10 days, the chamber was opened and the samples removed  
for weghng; one composton set was kept out and the remanng were put back n the vacuum cham-
ber. Generally speakng, a vacuum level on the order of 3–7 × 10–6 torr (4–9.3 × 10–4 Pa) was observed 
durng processng. The samples removed durng testng were weghed and ther surfaces photographed. 
The exposed surface area of each sample was measured and the recorded weght loss from sublmated 
sulfur was expressed as mllgrams per square mllmeter (mg/mm2). Ths scenaro was kept up, more  
or less, for 60 days. A smlar scenaro was ndependently conducted for the pure sulfur samples. The 
pure sulfur samples were kept n the plastc molds descrbed above, ther surfaces left to be exposed  
to the vacuum. 
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Fgure 8.  Extrapolaton of the sold-vapor transton lne on a unary sulfur phase dagram.
Fgure 9.  Comparson of the sulfur concrete surfaces after vacuum processng 
 of the upper rght-hand corner secton.
82.2  Experimental Results
Fgures 10–12 show representatve surfaces of the as-cast pure sulfur and samples that have been 
exposed to vacuum. First of all, the surface of an ‘as-cast’ sample, figure 10, is not smooth or uniform, 
the obvious irregularities being shrinkage effects such as cavities and dendrite in-filling with a glazed 
appearance. After 11 days in vacuum, as shown in figure 11, sulfur sublimation clearly reveals the intri-
cate nature of the prmary dendrtes. Fgure 12 shows a typcal surface after 54 days n vacuum. Here the 
shrinkage cavities have grown and the fibrous nature of the dendritic crystals is accentuated.
Fgure 10.  Surface morphology of the as-cast pure sulfur.
Fgure 11.  Surface morphology of the as-cast pure sulfur after vacuum processng 
 on the order of 3–7 × 10–6 torr (4–9.3 × 10–4 Pa) for ≈11 days.
9Fgure 12.  Surface morphology of the as-cast pure sulfur after vacuum processng 
 on the order of 3–7 × 10–6 torr (4–9.3 × 10–4 Pa) for ≈54 days.
Fgures 13 and 14 show, respectvely, the surfaces of the samples removed from vacuum after 8, 
15, 25, 39, 46, and 58 days. Samples in figure 13 have the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 (Johnson Space Cen-
ter lunar soil simulant) composition, and those in figure 14 consist of the sulfur and silica binder mixture 
Fgure 13.  Sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 samples subjected to vacuum processng. Numbers 
 ndcate days processed.
10
Fgure 14.  Sulfur and slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) 
 wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 subjected to vacuum processng. Numbers ndcate  
 days processed.
(25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1. Obvous and ncreasng degradaton of the 
samples as a function of time is seen, particularly in figure 13, whose samples have 10% more sulfur 
than those in figure 14.
Fgures 15–20 are representatve mcrographs of sample sulfur ‘concrete’ surfaces shown above. 
Figure 15 shows the surface of the as-cast, sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1, sample, figure 16 shows that sample 
after 8 days’ exposure to vacuum, and figure 17 after 58 days. Figures 18–20 are similar except that the 
samples contan SO2 and less sulfur. The as-cast surfaces are relatvely smooth; clear degradaton of the 
surface s seen after 8 days, more so after 58 days. Agan, the extent of degradaton s obvously more 
apparent in figures 17 and 18, showing the concrete samples containing the greatest amount of sulfur.
Fgure 21 plots the measured sulfur weght loss, normalzed to mllgram per square mllme-
ter (mg/mm2) of exposed surface area, as a functon of tme. As seen, the number of ponts for a gven 
composton decreases wth tme due to the removal of one sample at each examnaton perod to assess 
surface degradaton. Although scatter wthn the ndvdual samples s seen, clear trends for the gven 
sample compositions are apparent. The graph shows, as figures 10–12 and 15–20 suggest, the greater the 
amount of ntal sulfur n the sample, the more that wll sublmate away over a gven perod. The rate of 
sublmaton also decreases wth tme, and one mght also nfer, partcularly for the aggregate contanng 
samples, that they wll reach some constant value.
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Fgure 15.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the as-cast sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample.
Fgure 16.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample 
 after 8 days n vacuum.
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Fgure 17.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample 
 after 58 days n vacuum.
Fgure 18.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the as-cast sulfur and slca bnder mxture 
 (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 sample.
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Fgure 19.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur 
 and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 sample after 8 days n vacuum.  
 The sphercal partcles are the SO2 grans.
Fgure 20.  Mcrograph showng the surface of the slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca 
 by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 sample after 58 days n vacuum.
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Fgure 21.  Plot of the sulfur weght loss for the exposed surface area (mg/mm2) 
 as a functon of tme.
2.3  Discussion of Sublimation Concerns
Fgure 21 shows clear trends n sulfur sublmaton as a functon of sample materal. Stll, there 
s obvous scatter n the weght loss/surface area for a gven set of samples. Ths s attrbuted to several 
factors. For nstance, the actual surface area measurement of the sample s probably off by ±5%. In 
addition, the surface area measurement is strictly a bulk sample consideration. Examination of figures 
10, 15, and 18 clearly shows that the stated surface area does not consder surface rregulartes such 
as ledges and porosty. After vacuum processng, the sublmated vods further add to the surface area. 
Addtonal scatter n the data could arse from nonunform dstrbuton of aggregate; more at the surface 
on a gven sample would show less weght loss. It s also assumed that the sublmaton rate s unform 
on the sample surface and sdes; the bottom area n contact wth the alumnum pan s gnored. Some 
insight to this latter assumption was inadvertently obtained. In figure 21 the green diamond datum point 
representng the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample after 8 days s uncharacterstcally hgh. Examnaton of 
the sample showed that after cuttng the sample from the bulk, a small ‘leg’ was unntentonally left on 
the sample,26 as shown in figure 22.
Ths effectvely rased the sample bottom from the alumnum pan and exposed addtonal area 
from whch sulfur could easly sublmate. One must also consder that over tme, as the sulfur sublmates 
away, more and more of the aggregate s exposed. In ths case, any now ‘free’ aggregate would st on 
the sample surface, effectvely blockng any sulfur underneath from leavng. If ths same pece s placed 
on ts sde, ts large surface area now parallel to a gravty vector, exposed aggregate may well fall off, 
exposng fresh sulfur for sublmaton.  In summary, scatter n the observed data should be expected and 
s dependent on, at least, aggregate sze, shape, dstrbuton, and sample exposure poston.
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Fgure 22.  Macrograph of the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample after 8 days n vacuum that 
 represents the green diamond datum point, figure 21. The ‘leg’ inadvertently left  
 on the sample effectvely exposed more surface area and resulted n a greater  
 mass of lost sulfur.
Consder now the sublmaton data for the ndvdual sample compostons: (1) pure sulfur, (2) 
sulfur wth 65 wt. % JSC-1, and (3) the sulfur-slca bnder and 55 wt. % JSC-1 mxture. Obvously, as 
seen, the sample wth the most sulfur per unt bulk surface area wll sublmate away the most. Gven 
that, weght loss per surface area for pure sulfur appears nearly constant wth tme, whereas the other 
two compostons gve the mpresson of decreasng slghtly wth tme. The evaporaton rate of sulfur 
can be evaluated usng the well known Hertz-Knudsen equaton31–33 gven below.
	 Γ = 



α
πν
m
RT P P2
1 2/
( * – ) . 	 	(1)
Here Γ s the mass evaporaton rate, αv is designated as an evaporation coefficient, m s the 
atomc mass (32.06 for sulfur), R s the gas constant (8.31432 J⋅K–1⋅mol–1), T s the absolute tempera- 
ture (293 K for ths work), P* s the partal pressure of the gas phase n equlbrum wth ts sold 
(assumed to be 1.8 × 10–6 torr or 2.4 × 10–4 Pa), and P s the ambent (obtanable) pressure of the exper-
mental vacuum chamber (5 × 10–7 torr or 6.67 × 10–5 Pa). The evaporation coefficient, αv, was ntroduced 
and justified by Knudsen as a consequence of experimental results being less than that predicted by 
equation (1) in its basic form. Also known as a ‘sticking’ coefficient, αv is a measure of the difficulty 
for atoms to ether attach to or be released from a surface, and ascertanng ts value s fraught wth df-
ficulty.34 Values of αv ≈ 1 were reported for tungsten,35 copper and ron,36 nckel and nckel oxde,37 
and beryllum.38 Other values for αv nclude 0.17 for Sb at 650 K (1,170 °R),39 0.17 for LF at 1,000 K 
(1,800 °R),40 and 0.1–0.4 for the KCl-NaCl system between 913 K (1,643 °R) and 1,033 K (1,859 °R).41 
A value of 4.6 × 10–3 was also measured for arsenc at 550 K (990 °R).42 No value of αv for sulfur could 
be found, so t was, for purposes of calculaton, assumed to equal 1.
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Usng the above values, evaluaton of equaton (1) results n an evaporaton rate for pure sulfur 
of Γ = 2.50808 × 10–8 g⋅cm–2⋅s–1 (2.50808 × 10–7 mg⋅mm–2⋅s–1); ths deally translates, at 20 °C (68 °F), 
to sublimating away a 1-cm-thick (0.4-in-thick) layer of sulfur in ≈955 days. Consequently, assuming a 
unform sample surface area of 962.1 mm2, one might expect to lose ≈2.413 × 10–4 mg/s of sulfur from 
the sample. If ths value remaned constant for the length of the experment (60 days at 18–20 °C, or  
64–68 °F), 1.251 g of sulfur would sublmate. Expermentally, the pure sulfur sample that was exposed 
to vacuum for 60 days lost 0.9329 g. 
The Hertz-Knudsen equation for pure sulfur and the experimental conditions are plotted in fig-
ure 23. Examnaton reveals good agreement, assumng  αv = 1, for the first 10 days or so, after which 
ncreasng devaton s seen.
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Fgure 23.  Comparson of measured weght loss for pure sulfur wth 
 the Hertz-Knudsen equaton, αv = 1.
The higher initial rate of sulfur sublimation can be inferred from figures 10–12. This as-cast 
material has the greatest surface area, as shown in figure 10, from which to draw atoms. The surface is 
essentially composed of a dendritic network, the arms in-filled with the last material to solidify, giving 
it a glazed appearance. This in-filled surface material would contain the majority of any impurities, have 
a slghtly lower meltng temperature, and possbly have greater volatlty. Ths postulate s supported by 
figure 11, which shows emergence and clear definition of the primary (highest melting point) dendritic 
structure. The surface seen in figure 11 has also been subjected to vacuum for 11 days, approximately 
the time at which the sublimation rate is seen to begin decreasing, (see fig. 23). This decrease in  
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sublmaton rate can be attrbuted to at least two factors. Frst, the cavtes would stll contan the resd-
ual solidification product, but their deepening now increases the difficulty for sulfur atoms to leave. 
Second, the surface now consists of well exposed, but randomly oriented, dendrites that grow in specific 
crystallographc drectons. The exposed dendrte arms consttute a mesh that could obstruct released 
atoms, and t s further expected that the release rate of atoms wll dffer (e.g., Inaba43) for each crystal-
lographc orentaton. Thus t s prudent to note that the assumpton of αv = 1 may have been fortutous 
and that an appropriate evaluation of its true value would entail specifically designed equipment in con-
junction with a sulfur single crystal of known orientation. Finally, figure 12 (54 days in vacuum) shows 
ncreasng sze of the shrnkage cavtes and further detal of the dendrte structure; the evaporaton rate 
contnues to slowly decrease.
Obvously, as the aggregate mxtures contaned less sulfur, sublmaton rates were expectedly 
less for them, figures 16–20. The densities (ρ) of sulfur and SO2 are,44 respectvely, 2.07 g cm–3 and 
2.32 g cm–3; the densty30 of JSC-1 s 2.9 g cm–3. Converting the sulfur ≈65 wt. % JSC-1 composition 
and 25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 composton samples to volume percent-
ages finds the former to be 57.0 volume percent aggregate (43% S) and the latter to be 69.55 volume 
percent aggregate (30.45% S). To a first approximation, reasonably noting that the aggregate material 
does not sublmate, volume fracton factors, vf, (0.43 and 0.3) can be placed n conjuncton wth the 
evaporation coefficient; the Hertz-Knudsen equation with this correction factor included is plotted for 
the two mixtures in figure 24.
Again, early fit with the data is seen, but the theory soon over-predicts the experimental results. 
This is expected, particularly in view of figures 15–20. Initially the sample surfaces are relatively 
smooth wth lttle, f any, of the aggregate exposed. More and more of the aggregate s exposed as sub-
lmaton proceeds. Ths effectvely reduces the amount of exposed sulfur, assumng the aggregate does 
not fall away, which over time leaves less to sublimate through an increasingly difficult path. Figure 25 
shows the surface of two samples that were exposed to vacuum for 60 days. On the left s the sulfur  
- 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample and on the right is sulfur ≈55 wt. % JSC-1 ≈20 wt. % SiO2.  The surface ds-
coloraton s a consequence of mechancally removng the vacuum affected materal. Although the sulfur 
sublimed, the aggregate particles remained cohesively in place, e.g. figures 13 and 14.  However, they 
could be easly removed by a dsturbance as mld as gentle tappng.
The vacuum-exposed surface of the sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample (left, in fig. 25) is the red-
dsh-brown trangular shape located at the central rght. The darker brown regon surroundng t s the 
materal underneath and was easly exposed by a small ar jet. The lghter strpe along the left sde 
denotes the regon where the brown materal was gently scraped away, exposng hard and ntact mate-
rial. The exposed surface of the sulfur ≈55 wt. % JSC-1 ≈20 wt. % SiO2 sample (fig. 25, right) is the 
wder strp of brownsh-orange on the rght sde. The lghter strp on the left s where the loosely cohe-
sve materal was gently scraped away. The surface area of the samples s approxmately 6 mm × 11 
mm. Over a period of 60 days, see figure 24, the samples should have, left and right, lost 0.02178 and 
0.01056 g of sulfur. For a surface area of 66 mm2, these values translate to sulfur thcknesses of 0.159 
mm and 0.0773 mm. Recall that the sulfur only accounts for ≈43.0 and ≈30.45 volume percent in these 
samples. When the aggregate s ncluded, the overall volume fractons of the affected sample materal 
are, respectvely, 24.47 mm3 and 16.75 mm3. Ths translates to thcknesses of 0.37 mm and 0.254 mm. 
In summary, the calculated thcknesses of the vacuum-affected zones are reasonably representatve of  
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Fgure 24.  Comparson of the measured weght loss for pure sulfur and the sulfur concrete 
 samples wth the Hertz-Knudsen equaton, αv = 1, and wth volume fracton,  
 vf, correcton factors.
what was experimentally seen. What has been verified, at least for these samples and conditions, is that 
the affected depth s a functon of the aggregate volume fracton. Put another way, assumng that the 
sulfur loss rate for the concrete samples becomes constant as suggested by figure 6, it would take ≈4.4 yr 
to sublimate to a depth of 1 cm in a sulfur ≈65 wt. % JSC-1 brick versus ≈6.5 yr for the sulfur ≈55 wt. 
% JSC-1 ≈20 wt. % SiO2 composton. Ths, agan, s drawn from data where the bulk of the exposed 
aggregate remaned on the sample surface.
The experimental results and analysis presented above were confined to room temperature, i.e., 
≈20°C (68 °F). Lunar temperatures vary consderably from ths (–230 to 130 °C, or –382 to 266 °F) and 
can significantly affect sublimation rates. Utilizing the Hertz-Knudsen equation in conjunction with the 
vapor pressure versus temperature curve,29 the calculated curves shown in figure 26 plot the time to sub-
lmate away a 1-cm-thck sulfur layer. Two pressures (Moon and expermental chamber) are consdered 
between temperatures rangng from 15 to 120 °C (59 to 248 °F), the latter beng near sulfur’s meltng 
point. At ≈15 °C (≈59 °F), the effect of a much lower lunar pressure s seen and a 1-cm (0.4-n) layer s 
calculated to take 3.7 yr to evaporate n comparson to 8.4 yr, whch s calculated for the ground-based 
experimental chamber. Above ≈30 °C (86 °F) , the two curves are essentally ndstngushable. How-
ever, the consequence of ncreasng temperature becomes obvous. What mght be tolerable at 15 °C  
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Fgure 25.  Photograph of two samples exposed to vacuum for 60 days: left: sulfur 
 - 35 wt. % JSC-1 and rght: 25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght wth  
 55 wt. % JSC-1.
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Fgure 26.  Calculated plot showng the effect of temperature on the tme needed to sublmate 
 a 1-cm (0.4-n) thckness of pure sulfur.
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(59°F) is clearly not at ≈120 °C (248 °F), where t s calculated to take less than 2 hr to sublmate a 1-cm 
(0.4-n) layer.
The above work consders vacuum effects over tme on pure sulfur and two sulfur concrete com-
positions at a temperature of ≈20 °C (68 °F). Other temperatures, or even cycles, can easly be mple-
mented on the system to mimic lunar conditions and ascertain evaporation rates. What is difficult to 
reproduce s the lunar pressure, whch s on the order of 10–12 torr (1 × 10–10 Pa). Ths rases the queston 
of whether or not the results presented here, for the gven temperature, are applcable to a lunar envron-
ment. Recall that the partal pressure of sulfur (P*) n equlbrum wth ts sold (at 20 °C, or 68 °F) was 
assumed to be 1.8 × 10–6 torr (2.4 × 10–4 Pa) and that the vacuum chamber was able to reach an ambent 
level (P) of ≈5 × 10–7 torr (6.67 × 10–5 Pa). For a constant P* and T the evaporaton rate (Γ ), equaton 
(1), should ncrease as P decreases. Thus, s t reasonable to assume that a laboratory chamber capable of 
5 × 10–7 torr s representatve of the lunar envronment, whch s smaller by some 5 orders of magntude? 
The calculated results shown in figure 27 gauge the role vacuum level plays on the sublimation rate by 
plottng (P*–P) as a functon of the envronmental (ambent) pressure. At P = 1.8 × 10–6 torr, (P*–P) s 
zero, but as P decreases, the desgnated degree of sublmaton rapdly ncreases, beng upper bound by 
a maxmum of 1.8 × 10–6 when P equals zero. For an envronmental pressure of 5 × 10–7 torr, ths cor-
responds to a (P*–P) value that s 72.2% of the value achevable.  Decreasng the pressure to 1 × 10–7 
torr accounts for 94.4% and 1 × 10–8 torr relates to 99.4%. Whle t mght be prudent to ncrease the 
measured sublimation rates by ≈28%, it is apparent that the much lower lunar atmosphere of 10–12 torr 
would contrbute only neglgbly.
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2.4  Summary of Sublimation Concerns
Pure sulfur and two sulfur concrete mxtures were prepared and placed n a vacuum envron-
ment (capable of 5 × 10–7 torr) at ≈20 °C (68 °F) for 60 days. Perodc weghng of the samples revealed 
a contnuous weght loss caused by the sublmaton of sulfur. The sublmaton rate was evaluated wth 
the Hertz-Knudsen equation, assuming an evaporation coefficient of 1.0. Reasonable agreement over 
≈10 days was found for pure sulfur and for the concrete mixtures when the volume fraction of added 
aggregate was consdered. Subsequent dscrepances were attrbuted to nonunform surfaces, mpurtes, 
and contnual exposure of aggregate materal. The dfference n volume fracton of aggregate between 
the two concrete samples (57% and 69.6%) was reflected in the depth of affected (sublimated) material. 
Here, for the gven condtons, t was predcted that 4.4 and 6.5 yr, respectvely, would be needed to sub-
lmate away a 1-cm-deep (0.4-n-deep) layer from the concrete samples. Sulfur sublmaton rates were 
predcted to change dramatcally over a temperature range from 15 to 120 °C (59 to 248 °F). Fnally t 
was shown that the much lower vacuum on the Moon would contrbute only slghtly more to the subl-
maton rates determned from the ground-based experments.
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3.  EXTREME COLD AND TEMPERATURE CYCLE CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING 
 THE INTEGRITY AND COMPRESSION STRENGTH OF SULFUR CONCRETE
The prevous secton addressed the effect of sulfur sublmaton n the hard vacuum that exsts 
on the lunar surface and the consequence t could have f sulfur concrete were to be used as a construc-
ton materal. It s obvous that sulfur concrete cannot be used n an envronment where the temperature 
exceeds ≈120 °C (248 °F)—sulfur’s meltng temperature. It has also been shown that the sublmaton 
rates below ths temperature are relatvely hgh and that a sulfur concrete product would quckly lose ts 
ntegrty. On the other hand, at the lower lunar temperatures, e.g., –180 to –220 °C (–292 to –364 °F), 
the sublmaton knetcs are so slow as to be essentally neglgble. However, one must also consder the 
effects of such low temperatures and extreme temperature cycles on the mechancal propertes of sul-
fur concrete, partcularly as t s a composte materal. The followng subsectons descrbe an effort to 
gan some nsght regardng the mechancal propertes of sulfur concrete that mght be subjected to the 
extreme temperatures of the lunar envronment.
3.1  Experimental Procedure
The expermental procedure, for the most part, was descrbed n secton 2. Agan, the same two 
compositions were employed: (1) Thirty-five wt. % pure sulfur with 65 wt. % JSC-1, and (2) a sulfur 
and slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1. The molten sulfur 
mxtures were cast nto 50.8-mm3 (2-n3) blocks and allowed to harden. A gven block was then cut nto 
eight 25.4-mm (1-in) cubes such as seen in figure 28. Blocks that showed significant imperfections such 
as large shrnkage cavtes were dscarded.
Fgure 28.  Typcal 2.54-cm (1-n) cube of sulfur concrete used n ths study. Sample composton 
 s a slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1.
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A set of eght cubes, four of each composton, was packaged wth an enclosed k-type thermo-
couple and placed in the bottom of a wide mouth flexible plastic foam container into which liquid 
ntrogen (LN2) was poured. The contaner was capped wth foam rubber, allowng the LN2 to cool the 
samples and then evaporate over time. This cycle was repeated 80 times between RT (≈20 °C, or 68 °F) 
and LN2 (≈ –191 °C, or –312 °F) temperatures. A typical time-temperature plot is shown in figure 29.
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Fgure 29.  A typcal tme temperature plot showng one of the cycles the samples experenced.
Cycled and noncycled samples of both compostons were then subjected to compresson testng 
at a constant downward crosshead speed of 0.127 cm/mn (0.05 n/mn). One set of samples was tested 
at room temperature (≈21 °C, or 70 °F) and the other at ≈–101°C (≈ –150 °F), figure 30. Compression 
data were gathered and the tests stopped after obvous crushng was observed.
3.2  Experimental Results
The noncycled samples were typical of that seen in figure 1, whereas those subjected to 80 cycles 
between RT and LN2 temperatures exhibited cracking on the surface, such as seen in figure 31. The 
maximum strength achieved during compression testing of a given sample is shown in figure 32. Sam-
ples 1–16 were noncycled, whereas 17–24 were cycled. Informaton regardng sample composton and 
test temperature is located in the figure legend.
3.3  Discussion of Extreme Temperature Concerns
Consider first the noncycled samples, numbers 1–16.  Samples 1–8 represent those consisting 
of sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1. The first four were tested at 21 °C (70 °F) and the latter four at –101 °C 
(–150 °F). Samples 9–16 represent the sulfur - 55 wt. % JSC-1 and 20 wt. % slca samples. Agan, the 
first four were tested at 21 °C (70 °F) and the latter four at –101 °C (–150 °F). Lookng at the group as 
a whole, the maximum compression ranges from ≈17 MPa to ≈47 MPa. In short, there are statistically 
insufficient data to make any conclusions regarding differences based on composition and/or test  
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Fgure 30.  Photograph of a sample undergong compresson testng at –101 °C (–150 °F).
Fgure 31.  Photograph of crackng exhbted on the surface of sample 22, 
 which was subjected to 80 cycles between RT (≈21 °C, or 70 °F)  
 and –191 °C (–312 °F).
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Fgure 32.  Plot of the maxmum compresson strength exhbted by the cycled and noncycled samples.
temperature. The dscrepancy n results shown here s lkely a consequence of defects such as nhomoge-
neous aggregate dstrbuton and/or porosty that would arse durng freezng of the concrete mxture. 
The cycled samples, numbers 17–24, follow the same scenaro as above, except that two nstead 
of four samples per set were used. Here the test data range from ≈3 MPa to ≈8 MPa. Although the silica-
contanng samples appear to have performed slghtly better, as one mght ntutvely thnk, there are no 
statstcs to back that observaton.
In summary, ndvdual dfferences due to temperature or composton cannot be ascertaned for 
ether the cycled or noncycled sample groups. However, there s a clear dfference between the max-
mum compresson strength obtaned from the cycled samples when compared to those noncycled sam-
ples. Assuming average compression failures of ≈35 MPa for the noncycled and ≈7 MPa for the cycled 
samples, a dfference of about 5 tmes s seen, a factor that s easly attrbuted to the cracks observed on 
the cycled samples. Ths premse was nvestgated by examnng the fracture surfaces and s best exem-
plified in the silica-containing samples.
Fgures 33–36 are representatve scannng electron mcrographs of fracture surfaces from sam-
ples noted in figure 32. Figure 33 is taken from sample 10, a noncycled silica binder (25% sulfur and 
20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 mxture tested at 21 °C (70 °F). Fgure 34 s from sample 14, 
which is like sample 10 in figure 33, but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F). Fgure 35 s from sample 22,  
a cycled slca bnder (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght), wth 55 wt. % JSC-1 mxture tested at 
21 °C (70 °F). Figure 36 is from sample 24, which is like sample 22 in figure 35, but tested at –101 °C 
(–150 °F).
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Fgure 33.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from noncycled sample 10, 
 a slca bnder mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth  
 55 wt. % JSC-1, tested at 21 °C (70 °F).
Fgure 34.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from noncycled sample 14, 
 with the same composition as in figure 33, but tested at –101 °C  
 (–150 °F).
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Fgure 35.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from cycled sample 22, a slca bnder 
 mxture (25% sulfur and 20% slca by weght) wth 55 wt. % JSC-1, tested  
 at 21 °C (70 °F).
Fgure 36.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from cycled sample 24, wth the same 
 composition as in figure 35, but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F).
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Fgure 33 s from noncycled sample 10 and shows a mottled fracture path through the sulfur and 
around the sphercal slca partcles. Note that the partcles have mantaned good coherency wth the 
sulfur bnder, some of whch can be seen adherng to the surface of the large partcle at the top center 
of the mcrograph. Sample 10 also had one of the lowest compresson strengths.  Ths s lkely due to 
porosty, as can be seen n the upper rght hand corner, whch was n evdence throughout ths secton. 
Sample 14 was tested at –101 °C (–150 °F) and figure 34 shows the fracture surface morphology. Bond-
ing of the silica particles with the sulfur is again evident, and the surface looks like that of figure 33, less 
the porosty; any dstncton due to the lower test temperature s not obvous. Fgure 35 s from cycled 
sample 22, tested at 21 °C (70 °F). Here, in contrast to figure 33, spherical silica particles are seen lying 
on the surface fully de-bonded from the sulfur binder. This is again seen in sample 24, figure 36.
Fgures 37– 40 are representatve scannng electron mcrographs of fracture surfaces from the 
sulfur - 65 wt. % JSC-1 samples noted in figure 32. Figure 37 is taken from sample 4, a noncycled sam-
ple tested at 21 °C (70 °F). Figure 38 is from noncycled sample 6, which is like sample 4 in figure 37, 
but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F). Fgure 39 s from sample 18, a cycled sample tested at 21 °C (70 °F).  
Figure 40 is from sample 20, which is like sample 18 in figure 39, but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F).  
Note that extensve crackng and de-bondng are also seen n the cycled 65 wt. % JSC-1 samples  
(figs. 39 and 40) when compared to those noncycled samples (figs. 37 and 38)—perhaps, though,  
not as simply observed as with the samples (figs. 35 and 36) containing the spherical silica particles. 
Fgure 37.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from noncycled sample 4, a sulfur 
 wth 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample tested at 21 °C (70 °F).
As mentoned above, no concluson on fracture strength could be determned as a functon of 
composton or test temperature, yet the cycled samples faled at a load some 5 tmes less than the non-
cycled. It appears obvous that ths dfference s due to de-bondng of the aggregate partcles wth the  
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Fgure 38.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from noncycled sample 6 wth the same 
 composition as in figure 37, but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F).
Fgure 39.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from cycled sample 18, a sulfur 
 wth 65 wt. % JSC-1 sample tested at 21 °C (70 °F).
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Fgure 40.  SEM mcrograph of a fracture surface from cycled sample 20 wth the same 
 composition as figure 39, but tested at –101 °C (–150 °F).
sulfur, essentally leavng a sample full of cracks pror to compresson testng. Samples at –101 °C  
(–150 °F) behaved lke those tested at 21 °C (70 °F), but those tested at –191 °C (–312 °F), and cycled, 
had nferor propertes. One must now queston f de-bondng s a consequence of temperature or cyclng 
or both.
Sulfur s undoubtedly one of the most complex elements. It has numerous allotropc forms n the 
sold, lqud, and gaseous states, as noted earler. Several slghtly dfferent pressure versus temperature 
phase dagrams have been publshed, and even ts meltng pont stll appears questonable. Consequently, 
the materal propertes of sulfur, partcularly those at low temperatures, are less than well known. One 
can, however, make some assumptons n an attempt to shed lght on the observatons made above.
Chempruf Concrete1 reports the coefficient of thermal expansion for their sulfur-based product  
to be ≈1.2 × 10–5/K (6.67 × 10–6/K). The coefficient of thermal expansion for SiO2 (slca), from  
527.7 °R (20 °C) to 1067.7 °R (320 °C), s known to be 5.5 × 10–7 cm/cm K (3.055 × 10–7/°R).44 Sulfur 
and, essentally, slcates, compose the concrete; there s no chemcally reacted bond between them; and 
there is a difference of two orders of magnitude in their coefficient of thermal expansion. The strain put 
on a materal as a functon of temperature can be evaluated as follows:
	 ε α= =∆ ∆LL T .	 (2)
Here ε s the stran, ∆L s the change n the orgnal length (L), α is the coefficient of thermal 
expanson, and ∆T s the temperature dfference that mposes the stran. For sulfur, cyclng between 
21 °C (70 °F) and –191 °C (–312 °F) gves ∆T = 216 K (381.6 °R), and the calculated stran would be 
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2.6 × 10–2. The calculated stran n SO2 s 1.16 × 10–4, whch s essentally neglgble but mportant n 
the sense that two orders of magntude exst between the materals. For metals, the generally accepted 
transton from elastc behavor to plastc behavor (permanent deformaton) occurs at a stran of 0.002. 
Assumng ths also apples to sulfur, ∆T for the elastic-plastic transition would be ≈167 K (300.6 °R) 
and from RT (21 °C, 69.8 °F) corresponds to a temperature of approxmately –146 °C (–230.8 °F). Ths 
temperature appears reasonable, as an earler study25 cycled samples 50 tmes between RT and –27 °C 
(–16.6 °F), wth compresson test results beng smlar to noncycled, RT samples. Though not cycled, 
samples compressed at –101 °C (–150 °F) showed no dscernble dfference n propertes or fracture 
mcrostructure from the strctly RT samples.
The data ndcate that a transton occurred whle coolng to –191 °C (–312 °F), and a tempera-
ture of –146 °C (–230.8 °F) was suggested. Ths value can only be consdered an estmate, partcularly 
n vew of uncertan property values, especally at such low temperatures. Also lkely s a functonal 
relatonshp between temperature and the number of cycles needed to ntate and complete, or nearly 
complete, de-bondng; heatng and coolng rates may also be a factor. Fnally, t was assumed that the 
aggregate was pure SO2, when n realty SO2 composed only ≈20%. The rest was JSC-1, a material 
composed of a number of mnerals, albet mostly slcates. These varables, ncludng volume fracton 
of aggregate (as well as their size and shape), are all additionally influenced by the inherent sample 
nhomogenetes whch further compromse accurately determnng concrete vablty. What does appear 
certan s that the contractng sulfur has a comparatvely poor bond wth the aggregate materal and sepa-
rates at that nterface rather than fracturng wthn tself.
To gan some nsght on cyclng between room and LN2 temperatures, samples of sulfur  
wth 65 wt. % pure SO2 were made (a piece is seen in fig. 41), and placed in quartz test tubes. As 
expected, no ntegrty was lost when a sample was cycled 20 tmes between RT and –15 °C (5 °F). 
However, debrs was seen to accumulate after the seventh cycle for the sample tube mmersed n LN2 
(–196 °C, or –320.8 °F). By the 20th cycle, the once sold pece had crumbed to free grans of SO2 and 
small pieces of sulfur, as seen in figure 42. Here the only ‘outside’ forces experienced by the sample 
were gravty and slght movements due to manpulatng the test tube. One also can assume that concrete 
integrity could be significantly compromised after the first cycle. In retrospect, cycling the samples  
80 tmes was certanly excessve.
3.4  Summary of Extreme Temperature Concerns
Work was undertaken to evaluate the structural ntegrty of sulfur concrete that was subjected 
to cyclng between temperatures that mght be expected on the lunar surface. Prevous work showed 
that the compresson strength of samples cycled between RT and –27 °C (–16.6 °F) was not statstcally 
dfferent from noncycled samples. In contrast, samples cycled between room temperature and –191 °C 
(–312 °F) showed at least 5 tmes less strength than those noncycled. Mcroscopc nvestgaton of the 
fracture surfaces showed clear de-bondng of SO2 partcles from the sulfur. The observed de-bondng 
is attributed to the large differences between the coefficients of expansion of sulfur and aggregate, and 
it initiates at some yet unknown temperature(s) where the induced strain is sufficient for the sulfur to go 
from elastic to plastic behavior. A simple test suggested that significant structural degradation initiates 
after only a few cycles between room and LN2 temperatures. Whle de-bondng and poor mechancal 
behavor are certan, a complete analyss s hampered by lackng materal propertes at low temperatures, 
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Fgure 41.  Photograph of a sulfur sample wth 65 wt. % pure SO2.
Figure 42.  Photograph of a sample like that seen in figure 7 which was cycled 20 times 
 between room temperature and –196 °C (–321 °F). Crumblng of the sample  
 wth free grans of slca s seen.
usng partally characterzed aggregate, and usng samples that have nherent defects such as poor aggre-
gate dstrbuton and varable porosty. Such problems wll lkely be exacerbated f sulfur concrete s 
produced on the lunar surface.
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4.  OVERALL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Meltng sulfur and mxng t wth an aggregate to form ‘concrete’ s commercally well estab-
lshed and produces a materal that s partcularly well-suted for use n corrosve envronments. Ds-
covery of the mneral trolte (FeS) on the Moon poses the queston of extractng the sulfur for use as a 
lunar constructon materal, an attractve alternatve to conventonal concrete as sulfur concrete does not 
requre water. However, the vablty of sulfur concrete n a lunar envronment, whch s characterzed by 
the lack of an atmosphere and the presence of extreme temperatures, s not well understood.  The ntent 
of the work presented here was to conduct a seres of ground-based experments to gan nsght regard-
ng any detrmental effects that the extreme envronmental condtons of the lunar surface mght have 
on sulfur concrete.  Here it is assumed that the lunar ore can be mined and refined and the raw sulfur 
melded wth approprate lunar regolth to form, for example, brcks.
The first issue addressed was the ‘hard’ vacuum environment of the lunar surface and how it 
mght sublmate away exposed sulfur and degrade any concrete structure. In ths study, small, pure 
sulfur and two sulfur ‘concrete’ mxtures were prepared and placed n a vacuum envronment (capable 
of 5 × 10–7 torr) at ≈20 °C (≈68 °F) for 60 days. Perodc weghng of the samples revealed a contnuous 
weght loss due to the sublmaton of sulfur. Reasonable agreement wth the Hertz-Knudsen equaton 
was seen over ≈10 days. Subsequent deviation was attributed to nonuniform surfaces, cavity formation, 
and ncreased exposure of aggregate materal. The sublmaton rate vared from rapd at the hghest lunar 
temperatures expected to essentally nonexstent at the lowest.
Second, blocks of sulfur concrete were cycled between LN2 temperature (≈ –191 °C, or –312 °F)  
and RT (18 to 20 °C, or 64.4 to 68 °F) to smulate exposure to the extreme cold of the lunar envron-
ment. These, and a smlar set of blocks not cycled, were subsequently subjected to compresson testng 
at two temperatures, ≈21 °C  and ≈ –101 °C (≈70 °F and ≈ –150 °F). No effect of the dfferent compos-
tons or test temperatures could be ascertaned from ether set. However, the compresson strength of 
the noncycled samples averaged roughly 35 MPa (≈5,076 psi), whereas the cycled samples fractured at 
about 7 MPa (≈1,015 psi), or approximately one-fifth the load of noncycled samples. The disparity in 
strength was attributed to significant differences in thermal coefficients of expansion, which promoted 
crackng.
In short, ‘warm’ lunar temperatures mantan mechancal propertes but ncrease sublmaton 
knetcs, whereas ‘cold’ temperatures mnmze sublmaton effects but degrade mechancal propertes. 
In concluson, as on Earth, use of sulfur concrete n the lunar envronment as a constructon materal wll 
requre specal crcumstances. Fnally, t has been suggested that a ‘protectve’ coatng be put on the sul-
fur concrete. Perhaps, but first, issues of compatibility, safety, resources, and likely other concerns would 
have to be addressed.
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